Joint Industrial Programme (JIP)

**MediaTek** Inc. is a leading fabless IC design company for wireless communications and digital multimedia solutions. The company is a market leader and pioneer in cutting-edge System-On-Chip (SOC) system solutions for wireless communications, high-definition TV, optical storage, DVD and Blu-ray products. Founded in 1997 and listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange, MediaTek is headquartered in Taiwan and has sales and research subsidiaries in Mainland China, Singapore, India, U.S., Japan, Korea, Denmark and England.

Mediatek Singapore is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mediatek Inc. It is continuously investing in R&D manpower, and is committed to provide opportunities for its people to grow.

**Requirements:**
- For MEng programme
- Students to undertake research study in IC Design. Topics include RF, analogue, digital, mixed-signal, memory circuits, VLSI, low-power, low-noise and high linearity circuits, etc

**Scholarship Details:**
- EDB/MediaTek will provide course fees and a fixed monthly stipend of $2,500 for up to 2 years of candidature for each MEng student
- Scholars may have attachment and training opportunities with MediaTek Singapore engaged in IC design activities
- Upon completion of the course requirement for MEng, the scholar is required to serve a 2 year bond with MediaTek Singapore

**Who Can Apply:**
- Singaporeans or Singapore Permanent Residents (SPR)
- The scholarship may be offered to a person who is neither a Singaporean nor SPR if he/she agrees to fulfill service obligations stipulated by the Singapore Ministry of Education for three years with MediaTek Singapore upon graduation; and submit application for SPR status or Singapore citizenship within three (3) months from the date of graduation and obtain SPR status or Singapore citizenship within two (2) years from the date of graduation.